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Black feminist and mainstream social media erupted

with the announcement that Black Girls Code, an organization dedicated to teaching and mentoring African American girls interested in
computer programming, would be moving into Google's New York
offices. The partnership was part of Google's effort to spend $r5o million on diversity programs that could create a pipeline of talent into
Silicon Valley and the tech industries. But just two years before, searching on "black girls" surfaced "Black Booty on the Beach' and "sugary
Black Pussy" to the first page of Google results, out of the trillions of
web-indexed pages that Google Search crawls. In part, the intervention
of teaching computer code to African American girls through projects
such as Black Girls Code is designed to ensure fuller participation in the
design of software and to remedy persistent exclusion. The logic of new
pipeline investments in youth was touted as an opportunity to foster
an empowered vision for Black women's participation in Silicon Valley
industries. Discourses of creativity, cultural context, and freedom are
fundamental narratives that drive the coding gap, or the new coding
divide, of the twenty-first century.
Part of the ethos of engaging African American women and girls in
this initiative is about moving the narrative from African Americans as
digitally divided to digitally undivided. In this framing, Black women
are the targets ofa variety ofneoliberal science, technology, and digital innovation programs. Neoliberalism has emerged and served as a
framework for developing social and economic policy in the interest of
elites, while simultaneously crafting a new u'orldview: an ideology of
individual freedoms that foreground personal creativity, contribution,
and participation, as if these engagements are not interconnected to
broader labor practices of systemic and structural exclusion. In the case
of Google's history of racist bias in search, no linkages are made between
Black Girls Code and remedies to the company'.s current employrnent
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practices and product designs. Indeed, the notion that lack ofparticipation by African Americans in Silicon Valley is framed as a "pipeline
issud' posits the lack of hiring Black people as a matter of people unprepared to participate, despite evidence to the contrary. Google, Facebook,
and other technology giants have been called to task for this failed logic.
Laura Weidman Powers of CODEzo4o stated in an interview by |essica
Guynn at USA Today, "T.his narrative that nothing can be done today
and so we must invest in the youth of tomorrow ignores the talents and
achievements of the thousands of people in tech from underrepresented
backgrounds and renders them invisible."' Blacks and Latinos are underemployed despite the increasing numbers graduating from college
with degrees in computer science.
Filling the pipeline and holding "future" Black women programmers
responsible for solving the problems of racist exclusion and misrepresentation in Silicon Valley or in biased product development is not the
answer. Commercial search prioritizes results predicated on a variety
of factors that are anything but objective or value-free. Indeed, there
are infinite possibilities for other ways of designing access to knowledge and information, but the lack of attention to the kind of White
and Asian male dominance that Guynn reported sidesteps those who
are responsible for these companies' current technology designers and

their troublesome products. Few voices of African American women
innovators and tech-company leaders in Silicon Valley have emerged to
reframe the'diversity problems" that keep African American women at
bay. One essay that grabbed the attention of many people, written for
Recode by Heather Hiles, the former CEO of an educational technology e-portfolio company, Pathbrite, spoke directly to the limits for Black
women in Silicon Valley:
I'm writing this post from the Austin airport, headed home to Oakland
from SXSW. Before pulling out my laptop to compose this, I read a post
on Medium that named me as one of three black women known to have
raised millions in venture capital. The article began with the startiing

fact that less than -r percent ofventure capital in the United States is
invested in black women founders, I'm not sure what sub-percentage of
these are women in tech, but it doesnt really matter when the overall
numbers are so abysmal. The problem isnt a lack of compelling women
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of color to invest in; it's a system in Silicon Valley that isnt set up to
develop, encourage and create pathways for blacks, Latinos or women.

Don't just take my word for it-listen to industry readers interviewed
for a usA Today story on the valey's rack of commitment to diversity.
|essica Guynn reports that "venture capitalists tell [Mitch Kapor] all the
time that they are tolor blind'when funding companies. He's not sure
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As a result of the lack of African Americans and peopre with deeper
knowledge of the sordid history of racism and sexism working in Silicon valley, products are designed with a lack of careful analysis about

their potential impact on a diverse array of people. If Google software
engineers are not responsible for the design of their algorithms, then
who is? These are the details of what a search for "black girls" would
yield for many years, despite that the words ..porni, ..pornogr"phy,,,

or
'tex" were not included in the search box. In ih. t"xt fo, tr,J
rir.t p"g.
of results, for example, the word "pussy,,, as a noun, is used four times
to describe Black girls. other words in the lines of text on the first page
include "sugary" (two times), "hairy" (one), ..sex,, (one), ..bootylass',
(two), "teen' (one), "big" (one), "porn star', (one), ..hot,,(one), .hard_
core" (one), "action' (one), "galeries [sic],, (one).
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they are ready to let go of a deeply rooted sense that Silicon valley is a
meritocracyi'2

Hiles goes on to discuss the exclusionary practices of Silicon valley,
challenging the notion that merit and opportunity go to the smartest
people prepared to innovate. Despite her being the only openly gay
Black women to raise $rz million in venture capital for her .or.rp".,y,
ih"
still faces tremendous obstacles that her non-Black counterparts do not.
By rendering people of color as nontechnicar, the domain oltechnorogy
"belongs" to whites and reinforces problematic conceptions
of African
Americans.3 This is only exacerbated by framing the problems as "pipeline" issues instead of as an issue of racism and sexism, which extends
from employment practices to product design. "Black girls need to learn
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Figure 2.4. Snapchat faced intense media scrutiny in zo16 for its ..Bob
Marley,, and
"yellowface" filters that were decried as racist

stereotyping.

Figure z.z. First page (partial) of results on '.black
girls,, in a Google search with the
first resultt detail and advertising-

Black Girls lack any relationship to Black women and girls. This is an
interesting co-optation of identity, and because of the band's fan follow-

t
$ucl ar ),/blackpr issy.c0ml

!fa9f

Ous.sy and hairy btack pussy,btack sex,black booty,btack ass.black
teen pussy,big

black ass,black porn star,hot black girl)

..-

Figure 2.3. First resurts on the first page ofa keyword
search for..brack girrs,, in
Google search.

a

ing as well as possible search engine optimization strategies, the band
is able to find strong placement for its fan site on the front page
of the

Google search.
Published text on the web can have a plethora of meanings, so in my
analysis of all of these results, I have focused on the implicit and

plicit

In the case of the first page of results on ..black girls,,, I clicked
on
link for both the top search result (unpaid) and the first paid

the

result,

which is reflected in the right-hand sidebar, where advertisers
that

are

willing and able to spend money through Google AdWordsa
have their
content appear in relationship to these search queries.s
Alr advertising
in relationship to Black girrs for many years has been
hlpersexualized
and pornographic, even ifit purports to be just uborrt jating
or social
in nature. Additionally, some of the results such as the
UK iock band

ex-

messages about Black women and girls in both the texts of results

or hits and the paid ads that accompany them. By comparing these
to
broader social narratives about Black women and girls in Jominant
U.S. popular culture, we can see the ways in which search engine
tech_
nology replicates and instantiates these notions. This is no surprise
when Black women are not employed in any significant numbers at
Google. Not only are African Americans underemployed at Google,
Facebook, Snapchat, and other popular technology companies ,r.olr_

puter programmers, but jobs that could employ the expertise of people
who understand the ramifications of racist and sexist stereotyping and

misrepresentation and that require undergraduate and advanced de-
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grees in ethnic, Black / African American, women and gender,
American Indian, or Asian American studies are nonexistent.
One cannot know about the history of media stereotyping or the
nu_
ances of structural oppression in any formar, scholarry way through
the
traditional engineering curriculum of the large research universities
from which technology companies hire across the United States. Eth_
ics courses are rare, and the possibility of formally learning
about the
history of Black women in relation to a series of stereotypes-such as the
lezebel, Sapphire, and Mammy does not exist in mainstream engineer_
ing programs. I can say that when I teach engineering students
at UCLA
about the histories of racial stereotyping in the u.S. and how these
are
encoded in computer programming projects, my students leave the
class

stunned that no one has ever spoken of these things in their courses.
Many are grateful to at least have had ten weeks of discussion about
the
politics of technology design, which is not nearly enough to prepare
them for a lifelong career in information technology. WJ rr""a p.opl.
designing technologies for society to have training and an education
on the histories of marginalized people, at a minimum, and we need
them working alongside people with rigorous training and preparation

from the social sciences and humanities. To design technology for peo_
ple, without a detailed and rigorous study of people and comm,rriti.r,
makes for the many kinds of egregious tech designs we see that
come at

the expense of people of color and women.
In this effort to try and make sense of how to think through the com_
plexities of race and gender in the u.S., I resist the notion of essentializing the racial and gender binaries; however, I do acknowledge that
the
discursive existence of these categories, "Brack' arrd "*or.r"i/girrs,,,
is
shaped in part by power relations in the United states that tend
to essentialize and reify such categories. Therefore, studying Blackness
is, in
part, guided by its historicar construction against whiteness as a social

order and those who have power given their proximity to it. I make
comparisons in this study of Blackness to Whiteness only for the pur_
poses of making more explicit the discursive representations
of Brack

girls'and women's identities against an often unnamed and unacknowledged background of a normativity that is structured around
White_
American-ness. I do believe that the resurts of my study on identities
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such as White men, boys, girls, and women deserve their own separate
treatment using the extensive body of scholarship in the social construction of whiteness and a critical whiteness lens. This study does not
deeply discuss those searches in this way. I am not arguing that Black
women and girls are the only people maligned in search, although they
were represented far worse than others when I began this research. The
goal ofstudying representations ofBlack girls as a social identity is not
to use such research to legitimize essentializing or naturalizing characterizations of people by biological constructions of race or gender;
nor does this work suggest that discourses on race and gender in search
engines reflect a particular "nature" or "truth" about people.
It is more interesting to think about the ways in which search engine
results perpetuate particular narratives that reflect historically uneven
distributions of power in society. Although I focus mainly on the example of Black girls to talk about search bias and stereotyping, Black girls
are not the only girls and women marginalized in search. The results retrieved two years into this study, in 2o1r, representing Asian girls, Asian
Indian girls, Latina girls, White girls, and so forth reveal the ways in
which girls'identities are commercialized, sexualized, or made curiosities
within the gaze of the search engine. women and girls do not fare well
in Google Search-that is evident. My goal is not to inform about this
but to uncover new ways of thinking about search results and the power
that such results have on our ways of knowing and relating. I do this by
illuminating the case of Black girls, but undoubtedly, much could be written about the specific histories and contexts ofthese various identities of
women and girls of color; and indeed, there is much still to question and
advocate for around the commercialization of identity in search.
In order to fully interrogate this persistent phenomenon, a lesson on
race and racialization is in order, as these processes are structured into
every aspect of American work, culture, and knowledge production. To
understand representations of race and gender in new media, it is necessary to draw on research about how race is constituted as a social, economic, and political hierarchy based on racial categories, how people are
racialized, how this can shilt over time without much disruption to the
hierarchical order, and how white American identity functions as an invisible "norm" or "nothingness" on which all others are made aberrant.
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thinking about race online has been organized along
either theories of racial formation6 or theories of hierarchicar
and
structural White supremacy., Scholars who study race point
to the
aggressive economic and social policies in the u.s.
that have been
organized around ideological conceptions ofrace as "an
efiort to reorganize and redistribute resources arong particurar
racial lines.',8 virna
Bashi Treitler, a professor of sociology and chair
of the Department of
Black Studies at the University of Carifornia, Santa Barbaia,
has written extensively about the processes of racialization that
occur among
ethnic groups in the united States, a[ of which are structured
through
a racial hierarchy that maintains whiteness at the
top of the socil,
political, and economic order. For Treitler, theories of
racial forma_
tion are less salient-it does not matter whether one berieves
in race
or not, because it is a governing paradigm that structures
sociar logics. Race, then, is a hierarchical system ofprivilege and
power thatis
meted out to people on the basis of perceived phenotype
and heritage,
and ethnic groups work within the already existent
racial hierarchy
to achieve more power, often at the expense of other
ethnic groups.
In Treitler's careful study ofraciarization, she notes that the
racral Lrnary of White versus Black is the system within which race
has been
codified through legislation and economic and public
policy, which
are designed to benefit White Americans. It is
this system of uffording

more or less privileges to ethnic groups, including White
Ameri.urrc ul
the penultimate beneficiaries of power and privilege,
that constitutes
race. Ethnic groups are then ,,racialized,, in the hierarchical
system and
vie for power within it. Treitrer explains the social
construction of race
and the processes of racialization this way:
Racial identities are obtained not because one is unaware
ofthe choice of
ethnic labels with which to call oneself, but because one
is not allowed to
be without a race in a raciarizedsociety. Race
is a sociocultural hierarchy,
and racial categories are social spaces, or positions,
that are carved out of
that racial hierarchy. The study of racial categories is important,

because
categories change labels and meanings, and we
may monitor changes in
the racial hierarchy by monitoring changes in the
meaning and manifes_
tations of racial categories.e

7ti
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Treitler's work is essential to understanding that the
reproduction of
racial hierarchies of power online are manifestations
of the same kinds
of power systems that we are attempting to dismantle
and intervene innamely, eliminating discrimination and racism as fundamental
organizing logics in our society. Tanya Golash_Boza, chair
of sociology"at the
university of california, Merced, argues that critical race
scholarship
should expand the boundaries of simply marking where
racialization
and injustice occur but arso must press the boundaries
of pubric poricy
so that the understanding of the complex ways
that marginahzion is
maintained can substantially shift.'o Michael omi and
Howard winant,
two key scholars of race in the United States, distinguish
the ways that
racial rule has moved "from dictatorship to d.mo.r1.y,,
u. _.ur*

ll;*m,
YO@OOO LOOKATTHIS

8oe

I

of

masking domination over racialized groups in the United "
States.r, In
the context of the web, we see the absorving of
workplace practices such
as the low level of employment of AfricarAmericans
in Silicon Valley
and the products that stem from it, such as algorithms
that organize
information for the public, not as matters of domination
that p.r"rir, in
these realms but as democratic and fair projects,
many of which mask
the racism at play. Certainly, we cannot intervene
if we cannot see or
acknowledge these types of discriminatorypractices.
To help the reader
see these practices, I offer here more exampres
of how raciar algorithmic
oppression works in Google Search.
On |une 6, zo16, Kabir Ali, an African American teenager
from Clo_
ver High schoor in Midlothian, virginia, tweeting under
the handle
@iBeKabir, posted a video to Twitter of his Google Images
search on

i.,i,'rl',;i,s, cilitslMJ&lnff
4
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Figure z.rz. Kabir

Alit

tweet about his searching for "three black teenagers" shows

mug shots, zor6.

michael! aibobsbu€eBguy . Jun 7
they've changed it since lmao @iBeKabir

(7o(}gte
,
._
E
s@tuG NryS 9*o1:

threowfiileteenagers.

u

0acs

the ke)'words "three black teenagers." The resurts
tnat coogt-e oflfured were
of African American teenagers, mug shots, insinuating
that the image

of

Black teens is that of criminality. Next, he changed
one *o.d-..blacl,, to
"white"-with very different results. "Three *hite
te.r,"gers,, were represented as wholesome and al-American. The video
went viral within forty-

eight hours, and fessica Guynn, from USA Today, contacted
me about
the story. In typical fashion, Googre reported these
search results as an
anomaly, beyond its control, to which I responded
..If
again,
Google isnt
responsible for its algorithm, then who is?" one
of Ali,s Twitter iollowers later posted a tweak to the algorithm made
by Google on a search
for "three white teens" that now included a newly introduced .triminal,,
imageofaWhiteteenandmore..wholesome,,imagesofRlackteens.

*ffiffi#i,A"
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Figure 2.r3. Kabir Ali's tweet about his searching for..three white
teenagers,, shows
wholesome teens in stock photo graphy, zo16.
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What we know about Google's responses to racial stereotyping in
its products is that it typically denies responsibility or intent to harm,
but then it is able to "tweak" or "fix" these aberrations or "glitches" in
its systems. What we need to ask is why and how we get these stereotypes in the first place and what the attendant consequences of racial
and gender stereotyping do in terms of public harm for people who are
the targets of such misrepresentation. Images of White Americans are
persistently held up in Google's images and in its results to reinforce
the superiority and mainstream acceptability of whiteness as the default
"good" to which all others are made invisible. There are many examples
of this, where users of Google Search have reported online their shock
or dismay at the kinds of representations that consistently occur. Some
examples are shown in figures zt4 and 2.r5. Meanwhile, when users
search beyond racial identities and occupations to engage concepts such
as "professional hairstylesi' they have been met with the kinds of images seen in figure 2.16. The "unprofessional hairstyles for work" image
search, like the one for "three black teenagers," went viral in zo16, with
multiple media outlets covering the story, again raising the question, can
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Figure 2.r5. Coogle Images search on "nursd, featuring women, mostly White,
dominant representation, April 7, zo16.
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Figure 2.r4. Google Images search on 'aoctor" featuring men, mostly White,
dominant representation, Aprll 7, zot6.
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I saw a tweet saying "Google unprofessional
hairstyles for work"" I did. Then I checked the
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Figure z'16. Tweet about Google searches on "unprofessional hairstyles for work,"
which all feature Black women, while "professional hairstyles for work" feature
White women, April 7 zo16.
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understanding technological racialization

gorithmic oppression allows us to use it

as a

particular form of al-

as an important framework

in

which to critique the discourse of the Internet as a democratic landscape
and to deploy alternative thinking about the practices instantiated within

commercial web search. The sociologist and media studies scholar
|essie Daniels makes a similar argument in offering a key critique of those
scholars who use racial formation theory as an organizing principle for
thinking about race on the web, arguing that, instead, it would be more
potent and historically accurate to think about white supremacy as the
dominant lens and structure through which sense-making of race online
can occur. In short, Daniels argues that using racial formation theory to
explain phenomena related to race online has been detrimental to our
ability to parse how power online maps to oppression rooted in the his_
tory of White dominance over people of color.',
often, group identity development and recognition in the united states
is guided, in part, by ongoing social experiences and interactions, typically
organized around race, gender, education, and other social factors that are
also ideological in nature.r3 These issues are at the heart ofa 'politics of

recognitionj"o which is an essential form of redistributive justice for marginalized groups that have been traditionally maligned, ignored, or ren_
dered invisible by means of disinformation on the part of the d.ominant
culture. In this work, I am claiming that you cannot have social justice
and a politics of recognition without an acknowledgment of how power_
often exercised simultaneously through White supremacy and sexism_
can skew the delivery of credible and representative information. Because

Black communities live in material conditions that are structured physi-

cally and spatially in the context of a freedom struggle for recognition
and resources, the privately controlled Internet portals that functi,on as a
sense of the distribution of resources, including
identity-based information, have to be interrogated thoroughly.
In general, search engine users are doing simple searches consisting
of one or more natural-language terms submitted to Google; they tlpi_
cally do not conduct searches in a broad or deep manner but rather with
a few keywords, nor are they often looking past the first page or so
of
search engine results, as a general rule. " Search results as artifacts have
symbolic and material meaning. This is true for Google, but I will revisit
this idea in the conclusion in an interview with a small-business owner

public space for making

I

a:

who uses the social network Yelp for her business and also finds herself forced from view by the algorithm. Search algorithms also function
within the context of education: they are embedded in schools, libraries, and educational support technologies. They function in relationship
to popular culture expressions such as "just Google itj'which serves to
legitimate the information and representations that are returned. Search
algorithms function as an artifact of culture, akin to the ways that Cameron McCarthy describes informal and formal educational constructs:
By emphasizing the relationality of school knowledge, one also raises the
question of the ideological representation of dominant and subordinate
groups in education and in the popular culture. By "representationl'I refer not only to mimesis or the presence or absence of images of minorities
and third-world people in textbooks; I refer also to the question ofpower
that resides in the specific arrangement and deployment of subjectMty in
the artifacts of the formal and informal culture.'6

The Internet is an artifact, then, both as an extension of the formal educational process and as "informal culturel' and thus it is a "deployment
of subjectivityl' This idea offers another vantage point from which to
understand the ways that representation (and misrepresentation) in
media are an expression of power relations. In the case of search engine
results, McCarthy's analysis opens up a new way of thinking about the
ways in which ideology plays a role in positioning the subjectivities of
communities in dominant and subordinate ways.
This concept of informal culture embodied in media representations
ofpopular stereotypes, ofwhich search is an instance, is also taken up by
the media scholars |essica Davis and Oscar Gandy, fr., who note,
Media representations of people of color, particularly African Americans, have been implicated in historical and contemporary racial projects.

Such projects use stereotypic images to influence the redistribution of
resources in ways that benefit dominant groups at the expense ofothers.
However, such projects are often typified by substantial tension between
control and its opposition. Racial identity becomes salient when African

American audiences oppose what they see and hear from an ideological
position as harrnful, unpleasant, or distasteful media representations.rT
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These tensions underscore the important dimensions of how search
engines are used as a hegemonic device at the expense of some and to
the benefit of dominant groups. The results of searches on "]ewj' as we
have already seen, are a window into this phenomenon and mark only
the beginning of an important series of inquiries that need to be made

about how dominant groups are able to classify and organize the rep_
resentations of others, all the while neutralizing and naturalizing the
agency behind such representations. My hope is that this work will
increase the saliency of African American women and other women

of color who want to oppose the ways in which they are collectively
represented.
Googlet enviable position as the monopoly leader in the provision
of information has allowed its organization of information and customization to be driven by its economic imperatives and has influenced
broad swaths of society to see it as the creator and keeper of information culture online, which I am arguing is another form of American
imperialism that manifests itself as a'gatekeeper,,rs on the web. I make
this claim on the basis ofthe previously detaired research ofElad segev
on the political economy of Google. The resistance to efforts by Google
for furthering the international digital divide are partially predicated on
the English-language and American values exported through its products to other nation-states,le including the Google Book project and
Google Search. Google's international position with over 77o million
unique visitors across all of its properties, including youTube, encompasses approximately half of the worldb Internet users. undoubtedly,
Google/Alphabet is a broker of cultural imperialism that is arguably the
most powerful expression of media dominance on the web we have yet

to

see.20

It is time for the monopoly to be broken apart and for public

search alternatives to be created.

How Pornification Happened to "Black Girls,, in the
Search Engine

Tlpically, webmasters and search engine marketers look for key phrases,
words, and search terms that the public is most likely to use. Tools such
as Google's Adwords are also used to optimize searches and page indexing on the basis of terms that have a high likelihood of being queried.
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Information derived from tools such as Adwords is used to help web
designers develop strategies to increase traffic to their websites. By
studying search engine optimization (SEo) boards, I was able to develop
an understanding of why certain terms are associated with a whole host
of representational identities.
First, the pornography industry closely monitors the top searches for
information or content, based on search requests across a variety of demographics. The porn industry is one of the most well-informed industries
with sophisticated usage of SEo. A former SEo director for Freeporn.com
has blogged extensively on how to elude Google and maximize the ability
to show up in the first page of search results.2r Many of these techniques

include long-term strategies to co-opt particular terms and link them over
time and in meaningful ways to pornographic content. Once these keywords are identified, then variations on these words, through what are
called "long tail keywordsl' are created. This allows the industry to have
users "self-select" for a variety offetishes or interests. For example, the
SEO board SEOMoz describes this process in the following way:

Most people use long tail keywords as an afterthought, or just assume
these things will come naturally. The porn world though, actually inves_
tigates these "long tailsl' then expands off them. They have the unique
reality of a lot of really weird people out there, who will search for spe_
cific things. Right now, according to Wordze, the most popular search
featuring the word'grandma" is "grandma sexj'with an estimated 16,14g
searches per month. From there, there's a decent variety of long tails in_
cluding things like "filipino grandma sexi'For the phrase.,teen sexl,there
are over looo recorded long tails that Wordze has, and in my experience,
it misses a lot (it only shows things with substantial search volume). The
main reason they take home as much traffic and profit at the end of the
day as they do is that they actively embrace these long tail keywords,
seeking them out and marketing towards them. Which brings us to rea_
son #2. . . . When there is complete market saturation for a topic, the
only way to handle it is to divide it into smaller, more easily approached
niches. As stated above, they not only created sites with vague references
to these things, but they targeted them specifically. Ifsomeone is ranking
for a seemingly obscure phrase, it's because they went out there and cre_
ated an entire site devotcd to that long tail phrase.22
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Furthermore, the U.S. dominates the number of pages of porn content,
and so it exploits its ability to reach a variety of niches by linking every
possible combination of words and identities (including grandmothers,
as previously noted) to expand its ability to rise in the page rankings.
The U.S. pornography industry is powerful and has the capital to purchase any keywords-and identities-it wants. If the U.S. has such a
stronghold in supplying pornographic content, then the search for
such content is deeply contextualized within a U.S.-centric framework
of search terms. This provides more understanding of how a variety of
words and identities that are based in the U.S. are connected in search
optimization strategies, which are grounded in the development and
expansion of a variety of 'tails" and affiliations.
The information architect Peter Morville discusses the importance of
keywords in finding what can be known in technology platforms:
The humble keyword has become surprisingly important in recent years.
As a vital ingredient in the online search process, key,words have become

part of our everyday experience. We feed keywords into Google, Yahoo!,
MSN, eBay, and Amazon. We search for news, products, people, used

furniture, and music. And words are the key to our success.'3

Morville also draws attention to what cannot be found, by

stressing

the long tail phenomenon on the web. This is the place where all forms
of content that do not surface to the top of a web search are located.
Many sites languish, undiscovered, in the long tail because they lack the
proper website architecture, or they do not have proper metadata for
web-indexing algorithms to find them-for search engines and thus for
searchers, they do not exist.
Such search results are deeply problematic and are often presented
without any alternatives to change them except through search refinement or changes to Google's default filtering settings, which currently are
"moderate" for users who do not specifrcally put more filters on their results. These search engine results for women whose identities are already
maligned in the media, such as Black women and girls,2a only further

debase and erode efforts for social, political, and economic recognition and justice.2s These practices instantiate limited, negative portrayals of people of color in the media2u-a defining and normative feature
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of American racism.27 Media scholars have studied ways in which the
public is directly impacted by these negative portrayals.28 In the case of
television, research shows that negative images of Blacks can adversely
alter the perception of them in society.2e Narissra M. Punyanunt-Carter,
a communications scholar at Texas Tech University, has specifically researched media portrayals of African Americans'societal roles, which
confirms previous studies about the effects of negative media images of
Blacks on college students.3o Thomas E. Ford found that both Blacks and
Whites who view Blacks negatively on television are more likely to hold
negative perceptions of them(selves)." Yuki Fujioka notes that in the absence of positive firsthand experience, stereotlpical media portrayals of
Blacks on television are highly likely to affect perceptions of the group.t'
As we have seen, search engine design is not only a technical matter
but also a political one. Search engines provide essential access to the
web both to those who have something to say and offer and to those who
wish to hear and find. Search is political, and at the same time, search
engines can be quite helpful when one is looking for specif,c t)?es of
information, because the more specific and banal a search is, the more
likely it is to yield the kind of information sought. For example, when
one is searching for information such as phone numbers and local eateries, search engines help people easily find the nearest services, restaurants, and customer reviews (although there is more than meets the eye

in these practices, which I discuss in the conclusion). Relevance is another significant factor in the development of information classification
systems, from the card catalog to the modern search system or database,
as systems seek to aid searchers in locating items of interest. However,
the web reflects a set of commercial and advertising practices that bias
particular ideas. Those industries and interests that are powerful, influential, or highly capitalized are often prioritized to the detriment of
others and are able to control the bias on their terms.
Inquiries into racism and sexism on the web are not new. In many
discourses of technology, the machine is turned to and positioned as
a mere tool, rather than being reflective of human values.33 Design is
purposeful in that it forges both pathways and boundaries in its instrumental and cultural use.'o Langdon Winner, Thomas Phelan Chair of
Humanities and Social Sciences in the Department of Science and Technology Studies at llensselaer Polytechnic Institute, analyzes the forms
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of technology, from the design of nuclear power plants, which reflect
centralized, authoritarian state controls over energy, to solar power designs that facilitate independent, democratic participation by citizens.
He shows that design impacts social relations at economic and political levels.'s The more we can make transparent the political dimensions
of technology, the more we might be able to intervene in the spaces
where algorithms are becoming a substitute for public policy d.but.s
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Andr6 Brock, a communications professor at the University of Michigan,
adds that "the rhetorical narrative of 'Whiteness as normality' configures information technologies and software designs" and is reproduced
through digital technologies. Brock characterizes these transgressive
practices that couple technology design and practice with racial ideologies this way:

over resource distribution-from mortgages to insurance to educational

I contend that the Western internet,

opportunities.

maintains White, masculine, bourgeois, heterosexual and Christian culture through its content. These ideologies are translucently mediated by

Blackness in the Neoliberal Marketplace

the browser's design and concomitant information practices. Englishspeaking internet users, content providers, policy makers, and design-

Many people say to me, "But tech companies don,t mean to be racist;
that's not their intent." Intent is not particularly important. outcomes
and results are important. In my research, I do not look deeply at what
advertisers or Google are "intending" to do. I focus on the social conditions that surround the lives of Black women living in the united States
and where public information platforms contribute to the myriad con-

ditions that make Black women's lives hard.er. Barney Warf and
)ohn
Grimes explore the discourses of the Internet by naming the stable ideological notions of the web, which have persisted and are part of the

external logic that buttresses and obscures some of the resistance to
regulating the web:
Much of the Internet's use, for commercialism, academic, and military
purposes' reinforces entrenched ideologies ofindividualism and a defini-

tion of the self through consumption. Many uses revolve around simple
entertainment, personal communication, and other ostensibly apolitical
purposes . . . particularly advertising and shopping but also purchasing
and marketing, in addition to uses by pubtic agencies that legitimate
and sustain existing ideologies and politics as .,normal,,, ..necessaryi, or

"natural." Because most users view themselves, and their uses
of the Net,
as apolitical, hegemonic discourses tend to be reproduced unintentionally. . . . Whatever blatant perspectives mired in racism, sexism, or other
equally unpalatable ideologies pervade society at large, they are carried

into, and reproduced within, cyberspace.36

as a

social structure, represents and

ers bring their racial frames to their internet experiences, interpreting
racial dynamics through this electronic medium while simultaneously

redistributing cultural resources along racial lines. These practices neatly
recreate social dynamics online that mirror offline patterns of racial interaction by marginalizing women and people of color.3,

What Brock points to is the way in which discourses about technology are explicitly linked to racial and gender identity-normalizing
Whiteness and maleness in the domain of digital technology and as a
presupposition for the prioritization of resources, content, and even
design of information and communications technologies (ICTs).
Search engine optimization strategies and budgets are rapidly increasing to sustain the momentum and status of websites in Google Search.
David Harvey, a professor ofanthropology and geography at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, and Norman Fairclough,
an emeritus professor of linguistics at Lancaster University, point to the
ways that the political project ofneoliberalism has created new conditions and demands on social relations in order to open new markets.38
I assert that this has negative consequences for maintaining and expanding social, political, and economic organization around common
identity-based interests-interests not solely based on race and gender,
although these are stable categories through which we can understand
disparity and inequality. These trends in the unequal distribution of
wealth and resources have contributed to a closure ofpublic debate and
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weakening of democracy. Both Harvey and Fairclough separately note
the importance of the impact of what they call .new capitalismj, a con_
cept closely linked to the "informationalized capitalism" of Dan Schiller,
retired professor from the University of Illinois at Urbana_Champaign,
when viewed in the context of new media and the information a!e.
what is important about new capitalism in the context of the web is that
it is radically transforming previousry pubric territories and spaces.3e
This expansion of capitalism into the web has been a significani part of
the neoliberal justification for the commodification of information and
identity. Identity markers are for sale in the commodified web to the
highest bidder, as this research about keyword markers shows. It is critical that we engage with the ways that social relations are being trans_
formed by new distributions of resources and responsibilities away from
the public toward the private. For exampre, the hyperreliance on digitar
technologies has radically impacted the environment and global labor
flows. Control over community identities are shifting as piivate com_
panies on the web are able to manage and control definitions, and the
very concept of community control on the web is increasingly becoming
negligible as infusions of private capital into the infrastructure of the
Internet has moved the U.S.-based web from a state_funded project to
an increasingly privately controlled, neoliberal communication sphere.
a

Black Girls as Commodiry Object
Part of the socialization of Black women as sexual object is derived
from historical constructions of African women living under systems of

enslavement and economic dependency and exploitation-systems that
included the normalization of rape and conquest of Black bodies and the
invention of fictions about Black women.no The constitution of rape culture, formed during the enslavement of Africans in the Americas, is at
the intersection ofpatriarchy, slavery, and violence.ar bell hooks,s canon_
ical essay "selling Hot Pussy" in Black Looks: Race and Representation
turned a Black feminist theoretical tradition toward the marketplace of
culture, ideas, and representations of Black women. Her work details the
ways in which Black women's bodies have been commodified and how
these practices are normalized in everyday experiences in the cultural
marketplace of our society." women's bodies serve as the site of sexual
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exploitation and representation under patriarchy, but Black women
serve as the deviant of sexuality when mapped in opposition to

white

women's bodies.'3 It is in this tradition, then, coupled with an under_
standing ofhow racial and gender identities are brokered by Google,
that we can help make sense of the trends that make woment and girls'
sexualized bodies a lucrative marketplace on the web.
For Black women, rape has flourished under models of coloniza_
tion or enslavement and what ]oseph c. Dorsey, a professor of African
American studies at Purdue university, calls "radicany segmented social
structures."aa Rape culture is formed by key elements that include asserting male violence as natural, not making sexual violence illegal or
criminally punishable, and differential legal consideration for victims
and perpetrators ofsexual violence on the basis oftheir race, gender, or
class. Rape culture also fosters the notion that straight/heterosexual sex
acts are commonly linked to violence.at I argue that these segmented
social structures persist at a historical moment when Black women and
children are part ofthe permanent underclass and represent the greatest proportion ofcitizens living in poverty.a6 The relative poverty rate in
the united States-the distance between those who live in poverty and
those at the highest income levels-is greatest between Black women
and children and white men. Among either single or married households, the poverty rate of Blacks is nearly twice that of Whites.4? Black
people are three times more likely to live in poverty than whites are,
with z7.4o7o of Black people living below the poverty line, compared to
9.9olo of whites-48 The status of women remains precarious across all
social segmentsi 47.ro/o of all families headed by women, without the income, status, and resources of men, are living in poverty. In fact, Black
and White income gaps have increased since 1974, after the gains of the
civil rights movement. lnzoo4, Blackfamilies earned 5golo of what white
families earned, a significant decrease from ry74, when Brack families
earned 63% of what Whites earned.re
The feminist scholar Gilda Lerner has written the canonical documentary work on Black and White women in the United States. Her
legacy is a significant contribution to understanding the racialized and
gendered dynamics of patriarchy and how it serves to keep women subordinate. one of many conditions of a racialized and gendered social
structure in the united States, among other aspects of social oppression,
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is the way in which Black women and girrs are systemically disenfranchised. Patriarchy, racism, and rape culture are part of the confluence
of
social practices that normalize Black women and girls as a sexual commodiry an alienated andangrylpathetic other, or a subservient caretaker
and helpmate to white psychosocial desires. Lerner points to the
consequences of adopting the hegemonic narratives of women, particularly
those made normative by the "symbol systems,, of a society:

where there is no precedent, one cannot imagine alternatives to existing conditions. It is this feature of male hegemony which has been most
damaging to women and has ensured their subordinate status for millennia. . . . The picture is false . . . as we now know but womens progress
through history has been marked by their struggle against this disabring
distortion.so

Making

sense

of alternative identity constructions can be

a

tenuous pro-

cess for women due to the erasures of other views of the past,
according

to Lerner. Meanwhile, the potency of commercial search using Google
is that it functions as the dominant'tymbol system" of society
iue tolts
prominence as the most popular search engine to date.sr

Historical categorizations of Racial Identity: old Traditions
Never Die
European fascination with African sexuality is well researched and
heavily contested-most famously noted in the pubric displays of Sara
Baartman, otherwise mocked as "The venus Hottentot," a woman
from

south Africa who was often praced on dispray for entertainment and
biological evidence of racial difference and subordination ofAfrican

people.s' Of course, this is a troubling aspect of museum practice
that
often participated in the curation and display of non-whiie bodies
for
European and White public consumption. The spectacles of zoos, cir_
cuses, and world's fairs and expositions are important sites that predate
the Internet by more than a century, but it can be argued and is rn fact

argued here that these traditions ofdisplaying native bodies extend to
the information age and are repricated in a host of probrematic ways in
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the indexing, organization, and classification of information about Black
and Brown bodies-especially on the commercial web.

western scientific and anthropological quests for new discoveries
have played a pivotal role in the deveropment of raciarization
schemes,
and scientific progress has often been the basis ofjustifying the mistreat-

ment of Black women-including displays of Baartman during her life
(and after). From these practices, stereotypes can be derived
that focus
on biological, genetic, and medical homogeneity.s3 Scientific classifications have played an important role in the deveropment of raciarization
that persists into contemporary times:
Historically created racial categories often carry hidden meanings. Untir

in pubMed/MEDLINE and in the
old surgeon General's Index catalogue using rgth century raciar categories such as caucasoid, Mongoroid, Negroid and Austraroid. originally
zoo3 medical reports were cataloged

suggesting a scale of inferiority and superiority, today such groupings
continue to connote notions of human hierarchy. More importantly,
PubMedt newer categories, such as continental population group and
ancestry group, merely overlay the older ones.sa

Inventions of racial categories are mutabre and historicalry specific,
such as the term "mulattoes" as a scientific categorization against which
information could be collected to prove that "hybrid" people were bio-

logically predisposed to 'die outj' and of course thes. c"tego.ies are
not stable across national boundaries; classifications such as ,.coloredl,
"Black," and "white" have been part of racial purification
processes in
countries such as South Africa.ut Gender categorizations are no less
problematic and paradoxical. Feminist scholars point to the ways that,
at the same time that women reject biological classifications
as essential-

izing features of sex discrimination, they are simultaneously forced to
organize for political and economic resources and progress on the
basis
ofgender.t"
These conceptions and stereotypes do not live

in the past; they are
part of our present, and they are global in scope. In April zorz, Lena
Adelsohn Liljeroth, the culture minister of Sweden, was part of a gro_
tesque event to celebrate Sweden's world Art Day. The event included
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Figure zt7- Google search for sara Baartman, in preparation
for
women in film, lanuary zz,zol3.

a

lecture on Black

an art installation to bring grobal attention to the issue
of femare genital mutilation. However, to make the point, the artist
Makode Aj Llnde

made a cake ripped straight from the headlines of White_supremacist
debasement of Black women. Dressed in blackface, he adorned
the top
of a cake he made that was a provocative art experiment gone
wrong,
at the expense of Black women. These images are just
one of many that
make up the landscape of racist misogyny. After an outpouring
of inter_
national disgust, Liljeroth denied any possibility that the prJj".t,
"r,d
her participation, could be racist in tone or presentation.sT
During slavery, stereotfpes were used to justify the sexual yictimiza_
tionof Black women by their property owners, given that under the
law,
Black women were property and therefore could not be
considered victims of rape. Manufacture of the fezeber stereotype served
an important

Figure 2.r8. Lena Adelsohn Liljeroth, swedish minister ofculture, feeds cake to the
artist Makode Aj Linde in blackface, at the Moderna Museet in Stockholm, zorz.

role in portraying Black women as sexually insatiable and
gratuitous.
A valuable resource for understanding the complexity anJproblem_
atic of racist and sexist narratives is the
Jim crow Museum of Racist

Memorabilia at Ferris State University. The museum,s work documents
all of the informative and canonicar writings about the ways
that Brack

people have been misrepresented in the media and in
popular culture
as a means of subjugation, predating slavery in
North America in the
eighteenth century- It highrights the two main narratives
that have con-

Figure 2.r9. Makode Aj Linde's performance art piece at Moderna Museet. Source:
www.forharriet .com, 2cl12.
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tinued to besiege Black women: the exotic other, the
]ezebel whore; and
the pathetic other, the Mammy.ss Notably, the
pathetic other is too ugly,
too stupid, and too different to ericit sexuar attraction
from reasonable
men; instead, she is a source ofpity, laughtea
and derision. For example,
the museum notes how seventeenth-.*tury
white Europea, t.arr.rers
to Africa found seminude peopre and indigenous
practices and customs
and misinterpreted various curtures as rewd,
barbaric, and ress than
human, certainly a general sign of their own xenophobia.se
Researchers at the |im Crow Museum have
conducted an analysis of
)ezebel images and found that Black female chirdren

are often sexuaily
objectified as well, a fact that validates this deeper
look at representations
of Black girls on the web. During the
fim Crow era, for example, Black
girls were caricatured with the faces of preteenagers
and were depicted
with adult-sized, exposed buttocks and framed
with sexual innuendos.
This stereotlpe evolved, and by the r97os, portrayals
ofBlack people as
mammies, toms, tragic mulattoes, and picaninnies
in traditional media
began to wane as new notions of Slack people
as Brutes and Bucks
emerged; meanwhile, the beloved creation
oi the white imagination,
the ]ezebel, persists. The ]ezeber has become
a mainstay and an enduring image in U.S. media. InzorT, these depictions
are a staple of the
z4/7 media cycles of Black Entertainment Television (BET),
VHr, MTV
arrd across the spectrum ofcable television.
rezeberis now known as
the video vixen, the "hol, the .hround the way
girll, the porn star_and
she remains an important part of the spectacle
that justifies the second_
class citizenship of Black women.uo "Black
women, searches offer sites
on "angry Black women" and articres on "why Brack
women are less attractive." These narratives of the exotic or pathetic
Black woman, rooted
in psychologically damaging stereotyp", of th.
|ezebel,6, Sapphire, and
Mammy,62 only exacerbate the pornographic
imagery that iepresents
Black girls, who are largely presented i" o""
of the-se *"yr. ffr. largest
commercial search engine fairs to provide curturaily
situated knowlige
on how Black women and girrs have traditionany
been discriminatJd
against, denied rights, or violated in society
and the media even though
they have organized and resisted on marry lelr.lr.

Figure z.zo. One dominant narrative stereotype of Black women, the Jezebel Whore,
depicted here over more than one hundred years ofcultural artifacts. Source: Jim Crow
Museum of Racist Memorabilia at Ferris State Universiry, www.ferris.edu.

Reading the Pornographic Representation
This study highlights misrepresentation in Google Search as a detailed
example of the power of algorithms in controlling the image, concepts,
and values assigned to people, by featuring a detailed look at Black girls.
I do not intend to comprehensively evaluate the vast range of representations and cultural production that exists on the Internet for Black
women and girls, some portion of which indeed reflects individual
agency in self-representation (e.g., selfie culture). However, the nature
of representation in commercial search as primarily pornographic for
Black women is a distinct form of sexual representation that is commercialized by Google. Pornography is a specific type of representation
that denotes male power, female powerlessness, and sexual violence.
These pornographic representations ofwomen and people ofcolor have
been problematizedby many scholars in the context of mass media.",
Rather than offer relief, the rise of the Internet has brought with it ever
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more commodified, fragmented, and easily accessed pornographic

depictions that are racialized..a In short, biased traditionar

*"iiu

pro-

cesses are being replicated, if not more aggressively,
around problematic
representations in search engines. Here, I am equally
focused on .the
pornography of representationj,6s which is less about
moral obscenity
arguments about women's sexuality and more about a feminist
critique
of how women are represented as pornographic objects:

Representations are not just a matter of mirrors, reflections,
key_holes.
Somebody is making them, and somebody is looking at
them, through a
complex array of means and conventions. Nor do representations

simply

exist on canvas, in books, on photographic paper or on
screens: they have
a continued existence in reality as objects ofexchange;
they have a genesis
in material production.66

Some people argue that pornography has been understudied
given its
commercial viability and persistence.6T certainry, the technicil
needs
of the pornography industry have contributed to many developments
on the web, including the credit card payment protocol;
advertising and
promotion; video, audio, and streaming technologies.68

In library studies, discussions ofthe filtering ofpornographic con_
tent out of public libraries and schools are mainstream
professionar discourse.u' Tremendous focus on pornography as a legitimate
information
resource (or not) to be filtered out of schools, public libraries,
and the
reach of children has been a driving element of the discussions
about the
role of regulation of the Internet.
Black feminist scholars are also increasingly looking at how
Brack
women are portrayed in the media across a host of stereotlpes,
including pornography. )ennifer c. Nash, an associate professor of
African
American studies and gender and sexuality studies at Northwestern
university, foregrounds the complexities of theorizing Black
women and
pornography in ways that are helpful to this research:
Both scholarly traditions pose the perennial question .is pornography
racist," and answer that question in the affirmative by
drawing connec_
tions between Baartman's exhibition and the contemporary
display of

black women in pornography. However, merely affirming pornography,s
alleged racism neglects an examination ofthe ways that pornography
mobilizes race in particular social moments, under particular techno-

logical conditions, to produce a historically contingent set ofracialized
meanings and profits.7o

Nash focuses on the ways in which Black feminists have aligned with
antipornography rhetoric and scholarship. While my own project is not
a specific study of the nuances of Black woment agency in net porn, the
Black feminist media scholar Mireille Miller-Young has covered in detail
the virtues and problematics of pornography.,, This research is helpful
in explaining how women are displayed as pornographic search results. I
therefore integrate Nash's expanded views about racial iconography into
a Black feminist framework to help interpret and evaluate the results.
In the field of Internet and media studies, the research interest and
concern of scholars about harm in imagery and content online has been
framed mostly around the social and technical aspects of addressing
Internet pornography but less so around the existence of commercial

porn:
The relative invisibility of commercial pornography in the field has more

to do with cultural hierarchies and questions oftaste: as a popular genre,
pornography has considerably low cultural status as that which, accord-

ing to various US court decisions, lacks in social, cultural, or artistic
value. Furthermore, the relatively sparse attention to porn is telling of an
attachment to representations and exchanges considered novel over more
familiar and predictable ones."

As such, Black women and girls are both understudied by scholars and
also associated with "low culture" forms of representation.T3 There is

political economy of pornography, which is an important site
of commerce and technological innovation that includes file-sharing
networks, video streaming, e-commerce and payrnent processing, data
a robust

compression, search, and transmission.'a The antipornography activist
and scholar Gail Dines discusses this web of relations that she characterizes as stretching "from the backstreet to Wall Street":
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Porn is embedded in an increasingry comprex and extensive value
chain,
linking not just producers and distributors but also bankers, software,
hotel chains, cell phone and Internet companies. Like other businesses,
porn is subject to the disciprine of capital markets and competition,
with
trends toward market segmentation and industry concentration.Ts
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Dines's research particularry underscores the ways in which Black
women are more racialized and stereotyped in pornography_explicitly

ffi

playrng off the media misrepresentations of the past and leveraging
the
notion of the Black woman as "ho,, through the most graphic types of
porn in the genre.

Black Girls FigM GONE VERY WRONG - This is so

Miller-Young underscores the fetishization of Brack women that has
created new markets for porn, explicitly linking the racialization
of

Black women in the genre:
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within this context of the creation and management of racialized desire as both transgressive and poriced, pornography has excelled at
the
production, marketing, and dissemination of categories of difference
as
special subgenres and fetishes in a form of"racialized.political theater.,,
Empowered by technological innovations such as video, camcorders,
cable, satellite, digital broadband, CD-ROMs, DVDs, and the internet,
the pornographybusiness has exploited new media technology in
the cre_
ation of a range of specialized sexuar commodities that are consumed
in
the privacy of the home.76
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some women are able to resist and struggle against these violent depictions of Black women, others co-opt these exploitative vehicles and
expand upon them as a site of personal profit: ..Facing herself, the
black female realizes all that she must struggle against to achieve selfactualization. She must counter the representation of herself, her body,
her being as expendable."r, Miller,s research on the political economy
of pornography, bolstered by the hip-hop music industry, is impor_
tant to understanding how Black women are commodified through the
"'pornification of hip-hop and the mainstreaming
and diversification
of pornography."'8
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Although Google changed its argorithm in late summ
er 2oLzand suppressed pornography as the primary representation
of Black girls in its
search results, by zo16, it had also
-odifi.d the algorithm tlo include

more diverse and less sexuarized images of Brack
girrs rn its image search
results, although most of the imagerare of women
and not of chirdren
or teenagers (girls). However, the images of Black
girls remain troubling
in Google's video search resurts, with narratives that
mostry reflect usergenerated content (UGC) that engages in comedic
portrayals of a range
stereotypes about Black / African American girls.
Notabry, the white nltionalist colin Flaherty's work, which the southern poverty
Law center
has described as propaganda to incite racial
violence and White arxiety,
is the producer ofthe third-ranked video
to represent Black girls.
Porn on the Internet is an expansion of neoriberar
capitlhst interests' The web itselfhas opened up new centers
ofprofit and pushed the
boundaries of consumption. Never before
have there been so many
points for the transmission and consumption
of these."pr"."rt"tror* of
Black women's bodies, rargely trafficked outside
the control and benefit
of Black women and girls themselves.

Providing Legitimate Information about Black women
and Girls
Seeing the Internet as a common medium
implies that there may be an
expectation of increased legitimacy of information
to be found there.re

Recognizing the credibirity of onrine information
is no sman task because

commercial interests are not arways apparent,so
and typicar measures of
credibility are seldom feasible due to ihe complexiry
oithe web.r, If the

government, industry, schools, hospitals, and
public agencies are drMng
users to the Internet as a means ofproviding
services, then this confers
a level of authority and trust in the medium-itserf.
This raises questions
about who owns identity and identity markers
in cyberspace andwhether
racialized and gendered identities are ownable
property rights that can be
contested. One can argue, as I do, that social iJentity
is both a process of
individual actors participating in the creation of identity
and arso a matter of social categorization that happens at a
socio-structural rever and as
a matter of personal definition and external
definition.82

A;colding to Mary Herring, Thomas
]ankowski, and Ronald Brown,
-.
Black
identity is defined by an individual,s experience
of common

fate
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with others in the same group.t, The question of specific property rights
to naming and owning content in cyberspace is an important topic.8a
Racial markers are a social categorization that is both imposed anJ adopted by groups,"t and thus racial identity terms courd be claimed as
the property of such groups, much the way Whiteness has been con_
stituted as a property right for those who possess it.86 This is a way of

thinking about how mass media have co-opted the external definitions
of identity8?-racialization-which also applies to the Internet and its
provision of information to the public: "our relationships with the mass
media are at least partly determined by the perceived utility of the information we gather from them. . . . Media representations play an impor_
tant role in informing the ways in which we understand social, cultural,
ethnic, and racial difference."88 Media have a tremend.ous impact on
informing our understandings of race and racialized others as an externality, but this is a symbiotic process that includes internal definitions
that allow people to lay claim to racial identity.se In addition, the Internet and its landscape offer up and eclipse traditional media distribution
channels and serve as a new infrastructure for delivering all forms of
prior media: television, film, and radio, as well as new media that are
more social and interactive. Taking these old and new media together,
it can be argued that the Internet has significant influence on forming
opinions on race and gender.

What We Find Is Meaningful
Because most of Google's revenue is derived from advertising, it is
important to consider advertising as a media practice with tremendous
power in shaping culture and society.e. The transmission of stereotypes
about women in advertising creates a "limited 'vocabulary of intentionj,,

encouraging people to think and speak of women primarily in terms of
their relationship to men, family, or their sexuality.er Research shows
how stereotypical depictions of women and minorities in advertising
impact the behavior of those who consume it.e2 Therefore, it is necessary
to cast a deeper look into the effects ofthe content and trace the kinds of
hegemonic narratives that situate these results.
The feminist media scholar |ean Kilbourne has carefully traced the
impact of advertising on society from a feminist perspective. She re-
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searches the addictive quality ofadvertising
and its ability to cause feel-

ings and change perspectives, regardless ofa consumert
beliefthat he or
she is'tuning out" or ignoring the persuasiveness
of the medium:
Advertising

corrupts relationships and then offers us products, both
as
solace and as substitutes for the intimate human
connection we ail long

for and need. Most ofus know by now that advertising
often turns peo_
ple into objects. Womens bodies, and men,s bodies
too these days, are
dismembered, packaged, and used to sell everything
from chain saws to
chewing gum. But many people do not fully realize
that there are terrible
consequences when people become things. Self_image
is deeply affected.
The self-esteem of girls plummets as they reach adolescence,

partry be-

cause they cannot possibly escape the message
that their bodies are ob_
jects, and imperfect objects at that. Boys
learn that mascurinity requires a
kind of ruthlessness, even brutality. Violence becomes inevitable.e3

In the case of Google, its purpose is to ..pull eyeballs,,
toward products
and services, as evidenced in its products ,och as Adwords
arrdihe ways
in which it has already been proven to bias its own properties
over its
competitors. This complicates the way to think about
search engines
and reinforces the need for significant degrees of
digitar literacy fo"r the
public.
using a Black feminist lens in critical information studies
entails con_
textualizing information as a form of representation,
or curtural production, rather than as seemingly neutral and benign data
that is thought of
as a "website" or "URL'that surfaces to the
top in a search. The ranluage
and terminologies used to describe resurts on the
Internet ir, .o.ri*Jcial search engines often obscure the fact that commodified
forms of

representation are being transacted on the web and
that these commer_
cial transactions are not random or without meaning
as simply popular
websites. Annette Kuhn, an emeritus professor
of filL studies ai qo."r,
Mary University of London, challenges feminist thinkers
to interrogate
gender, race, and representation in her book The power
of the Imagel

Es-

says on Representation and Sexuality;

In order to challenge dominant representations, it is necessary
first ofall
to understand how they work, and thus where to seek points
of possible

GrRLs I ,ol

productive transformation. From such understanding flow various politics and practices of oppositional cultural production, among which may
be counted feminist interventions. . . . There is another justification
for a
feminist analysis of mainstream images of women: may it not teach us to
recognize inconsistencies and contradictions within dominant traditions
ofrepresentation, to identifi points ofleverage for our own intervention:
cracks and fissures through which may be captured grimpses of what
in

other circumstances might be possibre, visions of 'h worrd outside the
order not normally seen or thought about,,?ea

In this chapter, I have shown how women, particularly Black
women, are misrepresented on the Internet in search results and how
this is tied to a longer legacy of white racial patriarchy. The Internet
has also been a contested space where the possibility of organizing
women along feminist values in cyberspace has had a long history.rt
Information and communication technologies are posited as the domain of men, not only marginalizing the contributions of women to

ICT development but using these narratives to further instantiate

patriarchy.e6 Men, intending to or not, have used their control and
monopoly over the domain of technology to further consolidate their

social, political, and economic power in society and rarely give up

these privileges to create structural shifts in these inheritances. where
men shape technology, they shape it to the exclusion of women, espe_

cially Black women.e'
The work of the feminist scholars |udy wajcman and Anna Everett
is essential to parsing the historical development of narratives about
women and people of color, specifically African Americans in technol_
ogy. Each of their projects points to the specific ways in which technological practices prioritize the interests of men and whites. For
Wajcman, "people and artifacts co-evolve, reminding us that .things
could be otherwise,'that technologies are not the inevitable result
of the

application ofscientific and technological knowledg.. . . . The

ity of women

capac_

users to produce new, advantageous readings of arteiacts

is dependent upon the broader economic and social circumstances.',e8
Adding to the historical tracings that Everett provides about early African American contributions to cyberspace, she notes that these con-

tributions have becn obscured by'tolorblindness" in mainstream and
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scholarly media that erases the contributions of
African Americans.ee

Institutional relations predicated on gender and race
situate women
and people of color outside the power systems from
which technology
arises' This is how colorblind ideology is mechanized
in Silicon vailey:
through denial ofthe existence ofboth raciar orders
and contributions
from non-Whites.

_ This fantasy of postracialism has been well documented by )essie
Daniels, who has written about the probrems of
colorblind racism in
tech industries-to. This tradition of defining white
and

Asian male dominance in the tech industries as a matter of meritocracy
is buttressed
by myths of Asian Americans as a moder minority.
The marginalization of women and non-Whites is a by_product of such
entrenchments,

design choices, and narratives about technical capabilities.ro,
Rayvon
Fouch6, the American studies chair at purdue university,
unders.o.es
the importance of Black culture in shaping the technological
systems.
He argues that technologies could "be more responsive
to the rearities
of black life in the united States" by organizing around
the sensibirities
of the Black community. Furthermore, he problematizes
the dominant
narratives of technology ..for', Black people:
Americans are continually bombarded with seemingly
endless self_
regenerating progressive technorogical narratives.
In this capitalistsupported tradition, the multipre effects that technology
has on African

American lives go underexamined. This uplifting rhetoric
has helped ob_
fuscate the distinctry adversariar relationships African
Americans have
had with technology.ro,

^

In this work on the poritics of search engines and their
representations

of women and girls of color, I have documented how
certain searches on
seekers to an abundance of pornography
using the default "moderate,, setting in Google Search,
i frIr. of_
"na
fered more examples of how Silicon Valley defends
itself by continuing
to- underemploy people who have expertise
in these imporiant fields of
ethnic and gender studies. The value of this exploration
is in showing
how gender and race are socialry constructed and
mutually constituted
through science and technology. The very notion that
technologies are
neutral must be directly challenged as a misnomer.

kelwords point information
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Whether or not one cares about the specific misrepresentations of
women and girls of color or finds the conceptual representations of teenagers, professors, nurses, or doctors problematic, there is certain evidence that the way that digital media platforms and algorithms control
the narrative about people can have dire consequences when taken to
the extreme.
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